
DOLPHIN EXPLORATION  

29/30 July 2017 in Shambalah/Belgium 

145 €  (+52 €  pool rent) 

 

 
 

with Asaf and Arjana  

 

A few years ago on the occasion of an introduction class for WaterDance in Eilat I had the immense 

pleasure to meet Asaf Getta. I was invited to teach this class in a natural warm water basin in Israel. 

Only filters and plants purify the water of this pool. White and pink water lilies and tiny aquatic 

snails live happily in the water that is used for individual sessions and small groups. This pool is now 

functioning for many years and it is probably the most healthy and happy pool that I have frequented 

in the past 30 years…  

The encounter between Asaf and myself was quite astonishing. The first eye contact already seemed 

like some sort of recognition, a flashback to some unknown realms. After the intro class Asaf 

suggested to give me a session. At first I was only half-heartedly convinced to receive, as I was aware 

that Asaf had no specific technique and I worried a little about my neck and lower back support. But 

well, why not? I had this feeling of familiarity with Asaf and there was some magical connection in the 

air. What followed vaulted me in another dimension of blissful sensations. My body felt moved, 

undulated, lifted, bent, stretched, held, released, touched by his hands, arms, legs and full body. It was 

an amazing moment that made me experience new underwater sensations, as his way did not resemble 

to any other water technique that I had experienced so far. Asaf and I became friends and whenever I go 

to Israel we meet for a play in the water!  

 

 

 

 



About Asaf: 

 

 

 

He began his love story with the water 10 years ago in a magical place called “The Dolphin Reef”* in 

Eilat/Israel. Asaf started to work there as a dolphin trainer and he told me that he had a special love 

relationship with two male dolphins. He also shared with me an astonishing story about his dolphin 

friends who used to approach him, offering him their bodies and letting him move them around in the 

water with his hands, arms and body. These dolphins were his first underwater clients and at the same 

time his first teachers… 

Later he started to give sessions to the numerous visitors of the Dolphin Reef. He worked with thousands 

of people who came to hang out and relax on this beautiful and ecological site on the shores of the Red 

Sea. His experience in the water was also acquired through working with various therapists from around 

the world who came to visit the Dolphin Reef. But what mainly influenced his work was the swimming 

and playing with the dolphins who enriched his knowledge and passion about movement in the water.  

 

Come and discover with us the playful and astonishing energy of  

DOLPHIN EXPLORATION in Shambalah! 

For further information contact:  

Arjana@watsu-wata.com  

 

Arjana  

 

 

 

*The Dolphin Reef is the only place in the world in which captured dolphins can leave their habitat to 

explore the sea and to come back when they feel like. Also there are no concrete walls built around, but a 

net that allows the seawater to freely flow through the wholes and to keep the sonar system of the 

dolphins intact. Also on site are several relaxation water pools, a restaurant, a bar and a beach, an art & 

crafts Creativity Corner and an auditorium showing films about the dolphins.  


